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The story of a little-known Canadian victory in the Second Boer War.In the fall of 1899, Britain

entered the Second Anglo-Boer War in South Africa confident that its army would make short

work of a collection of armed farmers. However, initial confrontations quickly changed attitudes.

Following a series of humiliating defeats, Britain quickly sought additional troops. Canada

answered the call, and its first contingent consisted of the 2nd (Special Service) Battalion, The

Royal Canadian Regiment (RCR).Fighting their first battle at Paardeburg Drift from February

18 to 27, 1900, The RCR did Canada proud, serving with distinction and demonstrating

endurance and tenacity that rivalled the famous British regulars. This victory came at a cost,

though. The RCR suffered 39 killed and 123 wounded, but its accomplishments were

impressive. Canadians delivered the first major British triumph, which became the turning point

of the conflict. The victory also awakened patriotism and national identity at home and earned

Canada recognition as a sovereign power.
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INTRODUCTIONThe bullets zinged past Jeff Fuller, forcing him to push his body closer to the

hard-packed dirt. Some of the bullets zipped by his head, while others chewed up the dirt

beside him or ate away at the small termite mound he was hiding behind. As he tried to make

himself small and insignificant, on what now seemed to be a very open and exposed South

African veldt, Fuller actually tried to will himself deeper into the ground. He attempted to mould

his body to every dent, depression, and crack.He felt completely helpless. Every time he so

much as lifted his head, even an inch, so that he could peek around the reddish-brown termite

mound to try and see who was firing at him, he would attract the attention of what seemed to

be every Boer rifleman dug-in at Paardeberg Drift. Fuller finally gave up even trying to raise his

rifle to fire back. As long as he remained still the bullets that whizzed by him like angry hornets

left him alone.As Fuller lay on the hot earth he looked sideways. He could see several other

British and Canadian soldiers, dressed in khaki, lying on the ground tying to avoid the attention

of the Boer marksman. Some stirred but others lay completely still. They were not as fortunate

as Fuller and had been killed in the foolish advance against the strong Boer defensive

position.An RCR soldier returning enemy fire.Library and Archives Canada (LAC), PA

181414.The intensity of the early morning sun was already beginning to have an effect on

Fuller. Despite the situation he found himself in, or perhaps because of it, he suddenly forgot

his dangerous predicament and remembered how hungry he was. This realization consumed

him with anger. They had marched all through the night — ceaselessly crunching across the

endless veldt. Time had just dragged on. The sand in his socks chaffed his feet, which seemed

like they were on fire the whole time. He thought his thirst would drive him crazy, and at the

sporadic halts there was no water wagon or anywhere to refill his canteen.IMPORTANT



FACTSVeldtThe term veldt originates from the Afrikaans (originally Dutch) word veld, which

has a literal translation meaning “field.” Veldt refers to the wild, wide-open areas of South Africa

and southern Africa that are covered with natural vegetation, such as grass and low scrub. The

term veldt is similar to terms like the Canadian Prairie or the Australian Outback.Then, just

when he thought he could go no further, as dawn began to peak over the horizon, they halted.

Fuller had just taken off his worn boots, socks, and puttees to air out his battered feet and was

looking forward to something to eat when the alarm was sounded. The enemy — the Boers,

who they had been chasing for days — were trapped at Paardeberg Drift. Everyone scrambled

to put on their boots and rush to the front line.Fuller and his comrades had crossed the Modder

River. Despite its muddy, lazy appearance the current was actually quite fast. Fuller had

struggled to cross. He pulled himself along the rope that had been installed, the current pulling

at his clothes making footing difficult. As he struggled up the opposite bank, tired and wet with

his khaki uniform clinging to him making movement cumbersome, he momentarily forgot his

fatigue and hunger and got caught up in the excitement of the attack. He joined a group of

Canadians rushing forward to where some British troops had already taken cover.Up until that

moment the war hadn’t been real. When he had joined up in Toronto, what seemed like ages

ago, it was all excitement and adventure. He thought of the prospect of going to an exotic land

and fighting with the famed British regulars. All of his friends and colleagues had congratulated

him on his decision to serve queen and country, and they wished him well. Many of his friends

actually told him how they envied his opportunity.Fuller imagined how the campaign would be.

He thought of daring deeds, heroic actions, and adventure. That idea died quickly enough. The

voyage from Canada to South Africa had been a huge disappointment. The ship was unfit for

cattle, much less humans. It was small, squalid, and bobbed like a cork in the water. The

constant sound and smell of individuals being seasick made a bad situation worse. And just

when it seemed things were as bad as they could get, the commanding officer had made them

walk around in bare feet to toughen their soles — but all they achieved was really bad

sunburns.Upon arrival in South Africa, Fuller’s concept of adventure deteriorated further. The

reality of soldiering began to sink in. Their days were filled with monotony and boredom.

Endless guard duty and camp chores ate up most of their time. The heat, lack of water, and

overabundance of insects made their daily life miserable. The fine African sand worked its way

into everything and there was nothing one could do to keep their bodies or equipment clean. To

add to the misery, small dust devils, like miniature tornados, would spool up and engulf

everything in their path in a dense cloud of dirt.FROM THE INTELLIGENCE FILESBoersIn

1652 Jan van Riebeeck, an agent for the Dutch East India Company, established a trading

station on the Cape of Good Hope, at the tip of South Africa. By 1707 Cape Colony had a

population of 1,779. The Dutch colony was so prosperous that the agricultural market became

saturated, and slave labour left little opportunity for employment as manual labour. Many of the

white farmers were forced to become trekboeren, wandering farmers who migrated out to the

high veldt to find opportunities that did not exist in Cape Colony.The Boers who migrated had a

difficult life. They constantly fought with the indigenous African people. They were also hostile

toward the government, which attempted to control their movements and economic prosperity.

Their cultural separation from the population of Cape Colony widened until, by the end of the

18th century, both groups were dramatically different. However, both continued to use

Afrikaans (a mixture of Dutch, other languages, and indigenous African) as their official

language.In 1806 Cape Colony became a British possession. The Boers quickly became

disgruntled with British policies and rule, particularly when slavery was abolished. Between

1835 and 1843 approximately 12,000 Boers left Cape Colony for the veldt, a migration



commonly called the Great Trek. The Boers eventually established new settlements and their

own republics. In 1852 the British government recognized the independence of the settlers in

the Transvaal (later called the South African Republic). Two years later, in 1854, the British also

recognized the independence of the Boers who had settled in the proximity of the Vaal and

Orange rivers (an area later designated as the Orange Free State).Today, descendants of the

Boers are commonly referred to as Afrikaners.Fuller actually laughed to himself. How they had

all longed for action! Boy did they want a chance to fight it out with the Boers. If only they could

see some combat. And then the war got real. As he rushed forward with his comrades, the air

was suddenly filled with the ugly zip and zing of unseen hornets. It took Fuller a few minutes to

realize they were bullets actually looking for him. But the sudden thud of a bullet hitting the

soldier to his right brought the realization of his mortality home. Fuller took a few more steps

and then dove behind the termite mound.As he lay there, pondering his adventure, he found

himself drifting off to sleep in the intense heat. He woke with a start as thunder boomed

overhead and he was suddenly drenched by a terrific downpour. Could he get any more

miserable? Fuller wondered once again how he had gotten himself into this predicament.

Despite his surroundings he couldn’t help smiling … “For queen and country,” he said aloud to

no one other than himself.
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William Sherman, “Nice little book. Excellent, well written, nicely illustrated. Quite thin and

superficial, but very good for its genre. Canadians could brag up a storm on this subject but

typically don't.”

Jean-Louis Dionne, “Paardegerg 1900. Réponds à mes attentes”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Very Interesting”
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